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ABSTRACT The use of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) as flying base stations is rapidly growing in the
field of wireless communications to leverage the capacity of congested cells. This study considers a two-cell
system where one of the cells is saturated, i.e. can no longer serve its users, and is supported by a UAV. The
UAV positioning problem is investigated specifically to benefit from the interference cancellation properties
available through the introduction of power-domain non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) techniques in
coordinated multipoint (CoMP) systems. Indeed, adequate placement of the UAV can enable triple mutual
successive interference cancellation (TMSIC) between a triplet of users, including a cell-edge and a cell-
center user in each cell, to maximize system throughput or a mixture of throughput and TMSIC probability.
The random line-of-sight/non-line-of-sight realizations of air-to-ground links between users and UAV are
taken into account in the problem modeling, showing a significant improvement in performance compared
to the conventional mean path loss model. The performance evaluation highlights the existing trade-offs
between system capacity, fairness, and computational complexity of the investigated approaches.

INDEX TERMS Unmanned aerial vehicle, coordinated multipoint, non-orthogonal multiple access, succes-
sive interference cancellation, triple mutual successive interference cancellation.

I. INTRODUCTION
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) have lately been gathering
interest as a growing research topic for mobile communica-
tion networks [1]–[5]. The major capabilities of UAVs reside
in their fast and cost-effective setup and their virtually uncon-
strained mobility in the aerial space, largely improving the
probability of line-of-sight (LoS) communication. Unlike ter-
restrial mobile base stations that are bound by road maps and
traffic light constraints for circulation, UAVs can move freely
through space to cope with the evolving demand for ser-
vice or network reconfiguration. Many applications require
such key capabilities, ranging from natural disaster scenarios
like floods, hurricanes and tornadoes, to public safety com-
munication, and temporary crowded events like concerts or
festivals in large arenas, sports events in football stadiums,
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etc. While deploying additional small base stations (BSs)
in anticipation to planned events such as festivals could be
profitable for the case of long lasting events (expanding over
a few days), it is not suited for dealing with temporary and
unpredictable emergency situations typically spanning over
the course of a couple of minutes to a few hours. Such scenar-
ios could be rooted to exceptional events like for the cases of
disaster relief and service recovery, as well as to much more
common congestion scenarios like antenna failure or energy
shortage, actual traffic jamming resulting in uneven data
traffic loads, etc. Deploying additional small cells especially
for that matter equates to large expenditure costs for small
periods of time, hence the inefficiency of such approaches.
Relying on UAVs for these systems is an appealing feature
thanks to their on-demand service capabilities (they can be
released and retrieved after use), their adjustable position in
real time which can cope with high data traffic variation, and
their cost-effective and fast deployment. Therefore, the use
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of UAVs in the system provides greater flexibility and better
preparedness to respond to all sorts of wireless demands
occurring in a rather difficult-to-predict manner [6].

Lately, non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) has
received much attention in both academia and industry for
its capabilities to efficiently increase system capacity and
accommodate more user-equipments (UE) than orthogonal
multiple access (OMA) techniques [7]–[14]. This is done by
superposing the signals of two or more users in both time and
frequency domains at transmission, and separating the signals
at reception in the power domain. In downlink, the message
with the largest power is decoded first and then subtracted
from the total received signal, then the second largest power
message is decoded and subtracted and so on. This successive
interference cancellation (SIC) is done iteratively until the
UE decodes its own message. Many works have tackled the
integration of NOMA in UAV-assisted networks. The authors
in [15] study the case of a UAV BS serving a large number of
users using NOMA. A simultaneous optimization of the UAV
height, the bandwidth allocation to users, the transmit antenna
beamwidth and power allocation (PA) is conducted to solve
the max-min rate problem using inner convex approxima-
tions. The results show that NOMA outperforms OMA in this
context, achieving results close to dirty paper coding. How-
ever, the UAV’s horizontal position is fixed at the center of
the cell and the user pairing strategy is based on the Euclidean
distance between a far-user and a nearby-user. In contrast, the
work in [16] proposes a heuristic pairing strategy for multi-
user systems inspired by the optimal PA and UAV placement
solution for rate maximization of a single NOMA pair. Bisec-
tion search is used afterwards to determine the optimal PA
and UAV placement for the maximization of the minimum
sum rate of user pairs. A UAV-assisted NOMA network is
proposed in [17] where a fixed BS and a UAV cooperate to
serve users. The sum rate maximization is accomplished by
optimizing the rate of UAV-served users through trajectory
and scheduling optimization first, then NOMA precoding is
optimized tomaximize BS-served user rates. In [18], a UAV is
dispatched to upload specific information to ground BSs that
serve uplink users with rate constraints. The objective for the
UAV fly path is to complete its mission in the fastest possi-
ble time. To that end, a fly-hover-fly procedure is proposed,
coupled with successive convex approximation (SCA) and
uplink NOMA serving is used. The results show that mission
completion time is significantly minimized with the proposed
NOMA scheme compared to OMA.

The work in [19] focused on studying the performance of
the UAV downlink command and control (C&C) channel,
for which the 3GPP has defined minimum rate requirements.
The study compared the deployment of a UAV for two net-
work architectures: a traditional three-sector BS operating
in OMA, and a massive MIMO cellular system operating
in multi-user mode (i.e. multiple users scheduled per time-
frequency resource). The use of MIMO with UAV improved
reliability compared to traditional cells when supporting the
data rate requirements of a C&C channel, thus allowing

for higher altitude placement of UAVs compared to tradi-
tional cells. However, the study also revealed that UAVs can
severely degrade the performance achieved by ground user
equipments (GUEs) in MIMO if an uplink power control
policy is not applied to protect the GUEs, which stresses
the need for coordination between the aerial and ground
networks.

Indeed, the integration of UAVs as aerial base stations
supporting the ground network will require a better manage-
ment of the system resources in time and frequency, since
the backhaul link between the UAV and the network needs
to be established and the hand-off procedures as well as low-
latency control need to be guaranteed. Coordinated multi-
point (CoMP) systems [20], [21] provide such a framework of
cooperation between adjacent cells. In CoMP, cells can share
the channel state information (CSI) of users to perform joint
scheduling known as coordinated scheduling (CS-CoMP) and
coordinated beamforming (CB-CoMP). When the user data
information is shared between adjacent transmission points
(TPs), more elaborate CoMP techniques such as dynamic
point selection (DPS) and joint transmission (JT-CoMP) can
be employed. In this study, we consider JT-CoMP where
signals are transmitted to each user from multiple TPs.

In a previous work, we studied the combination of NOMA
with CoMP for a two-cell system [22]. A full JT system
over NOMA clusters of two and three users was studied
showing significant advantages over partial JT (where JT
is only used for cell-edge users and DPS is used for cell-
center users). Sending the NOMA signals from different TPs
enabled mutual SIC between users, i.e. all users canceling the
signals of each other at the same time. This led to defining the
conditions of dual mutual SIC (DMSIC) and triple mutual
SIC (TMSIC) for two or three-user clusters respectively.
The obtained interference-free NOMA clusters provided sig-
nificantly better performance results than classical NOMA
schemes in terms of spectral efficiency (SE) as well as fair-
ness among users, which suggests positioning the UAV with
the aim of favoring TMSIC application. Thus, coupling the
interference cancellation capabilities of NOMA with CoMP
and the mobility of UAVs aims for an effective inter-cell
interference (ICI) cancellation. This ICI cancellation is all the
more possible thanks to the management of the UAVmobility
and power levels. Indeed, compared to fixed ground base
stations (BSs), the UAV allows for both a reduction in the
needed transmit power (by ensuring higher link qualities than
conventional ground-to-BS channels) as well as a localization
of the interference to the region the UAV is hovering over
while serving users.

In this work, UAV positioning procedures are proposed
to best alleviate the load on the congested cell. A particular
attention is directed at enhancing system SE through a fairer
serving of cell-edge users as well as cell-centered users of
the two adjacent cells. The idea is to position the UAV such
that the TMSIC conditions are satisfied, thus optimizing both
throughput and fairness. The contributions of the paper can
be summarized as follows:
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• We study the UAV positioning problem while taking
into account the specificity of LoS/non-LoS (NLoS)
propagation between users and the UAV, instead of the
mean path loss model.

• We introduce a probabilistic framework that enables the
calculation of the TMSIC probability associated to the
UAV position. This enables the formulation of a UAV
positioning problem to maximize the chances of TMSIC
between users.

• We investigate several positioning techniques based
on the probabilistic framework with different optimiza-
tion criteria, and we compare them to positioning tech-
niques based on traditional mean path loss considera-
tion, in terms of achieved throughput and fairness.

This paper is organized as follows: section II describes
the system model and formulates the general UAV placement
problem. Section III introduces the mathematical framework
for modeling the UAV positioning problem on a probabilistic
basis. In section IV, the proposed UAV positioning techniques
are presented, while power allocation strategies are defined in
section V. In section VI, the performance results are assessed,
and section VII draws the major conclusions of this study.

II. SYSTEM MODEL
A two-cell system is considered where each cell is originally
served by a unique BS located at its center. However, cell 2 is
congested in a way that its BS can no longer serve additional
users. A UAV is deployed to assist the congested system as
shown in Fig. 1. The UAV may be controlled by an external
controller or the BS of cell 1 itself which communicates to
the UAV its flight path information and power allocation
through a backhaul link. The management of the backhaul
link to the BS is not considered in this paper and was studied
in [23]. In such scenarios, UAV placement generally tends to
favor the cell-edge users [24] that suffer from poor channel
gains as well as significant potential interference due to the
neighboring cell. However, while focusing exclusively on
such users tends to boost the inter-user fairness within the
cell, system throughput is not optimized and only marginal
enhancements would occur on the throughput performance.
To strike a balance between fairness and system throughput,
cell-edge as well as cell-center users must be considered for
the UAV placement problem. Moreover, to take advantage of
the cooperation between the cells and to properly manage
inter-cell interference, cell-center users from cell 1 and 2
should be considered as well. The interference management
can be done through NOMA pairing of users from both cells,
as was done in [22]. For this purpose, we focus our study on a
three-user NOMA cluster formed by a triplet of users selected
from regions 1, 2 and 3 of the two cells, as shown in Fig. 1,
where each user can be representative of a user agglomeration
from its respective region.

The fixed BS a1 serves the users and is assisted by a
UAV working as a mobile base station (MBS). The BS and
MBS are both equipped with a single transmit antenna. It is

FIGURE 1. Illustration of the two-cell JT system with the functional base
station a1, the saturated BS in cell 2, the UAV working as MBS a2, and the
three colored user regions.

assumed that the information to be transmitted for each user
is made available at the level of the BS and MBS through the
backhaul link, enabling DPS and JT serving in the system.
JT-mode is used in the remainder of the study, given its
superior performance to DPS, as shown in [22].

The objective of this study is to serve the three users such
that the resulting channel gains from the UAV position allow
the application of TMSIC on their sub-band. By doing so,
system throughput and fairness would be optimized, as shown
in [22]. Note that other users in the system are assumed to be
served on different sub-bands, without causing interference
on the considered user triplet. However, the UAV positioning
only involves the user triplet that includes the cell-edge user.
Additionally, it should be noted that despite Fig. 1 depicting
a centralized antenna system (CAS), the proposed problem
formulation provided next is applicable to distributed net-
work architectures (distributed antenna systems, small cells,
etc.), in which a1 and a2 of Fig. 1 play the role of two nearby
antennas of adjacent cells.

In the following, the path loss model is presented, followed
by the TMSIC conditions, then the TMSIC solution space
is discussed. Afterwards, the UAV placement problem is
formulated.

A. PATH LOSS MODEL
The air-to-ground (A2G) links between users and theUAVare
either LoS or NLoS with some probability. Assuming that the
UAV is located at position (x, y, h), and that user k is located
at position (xk , yk ) in the ground plane, the path loss for the
LoS and NLoS links in dB is given respectively by [25]:

LLoS = 20 log
(
4π fcdk
c

)
+ ηLoS, (1)

LNLoS = 20 log
(
4π fcdk
c

)
+ ηNLoS, (2)

where c is the speed of light in vacuum, fc is the carrier
frequency, dk is the distance between the UAV and user k
(cf. Fig.1), ηLoS and ηNLoS are the average additional losses
for LoS and NLoS transmissions. The probability of having
a LoS link, PLoS, depends on the angle θk formed by the
UAV-user k segment and its projection on the ground plane:
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θk = tan−1(h/
√
(x − xk )2 + (y− yk )2). PLoS is modeled by:

PLoS =
1

1+ αe−β
(
180
π
θk−α

) , (3)

where α and β are constants that depend on the environment
(suburban, urban, dense-urban, etc.) parameters [25], [26]
such as the ratio of built-up land area to total land area, the
number of buildings per unit area, and a scale parameter
describing the building’s heights distribution. Let hk,i be the
squared channel gain between user k and BS ai. The squared
channel gain hk,2 between theUAVand user k can be obtained
from the experienced path loss L by:

hk,2 = 10−L/10 =
c2

(4π fcdk )2
×

{
10−ηLoS for L = LLoS,
10−ηNLoS for L = LNLoS,

(4)

hk,2 is then a function of the UAV position as well as the
random channel realization regarding the LoS/NLoS nature
of the user-UAV link.

B. SIGNAL MODEL AND TMSIC CONDITIONS
An adequate UAV placement is one that delivers channel
links such that TMSIC is rendered feasible in that position.
To enable TMSIC, a set of constraints must be satisfied
including power multiplexing constraints (PMC) and rate
constraints.

Let m, n and p denote the three users with sm, sn, and
sp their transmitted signals. Let Pp,r be the power of the
message sp transmitted from antenna ar to user p; reaching
it with a power Pp,rhp,r . Since both a1 and a2 are used for
the transmission of the message to p, the received signal
power is the sum of the received powers from both antennas,
i.e. Pp,1hp,1 + Pp,2hp,2. The rate or mutual SIC conditions
between n and p define the conditions enabling mutual SIC
between the two users from the information theory perspec-
tive [27]. They are given by:{

SINRsnp > SINRsnn SIC of sn at user p, (5)

SINR
sp
n > SINR

sp
p SIC of sp at user n, (6)

where SINR
sj
i is the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio

(SINR) of sj at the level of i. It is given by:

SINR
sj
i =

Pj,1hi,1 + Pj,2hi,2∑
u∈I

sj
i

(Pu,1hi,1 + Pu,2hi,2)+ N0B
,

where B is the sub-band bandwidth, N0 is the power spectral
density of additive white Gaussian noise and with Isji the set
of interfering users on iwhen decoding sj. Achieving TMSIC
resides in achievingmutual SIC between the three pairs (n, p),
(p,m) and (m, n). Two decoding orders are possible at the
level of each of the three users (e.g. for user m, decoding sn
then sp or sp then sn), leading to eight combinations of possi-
ble decoding orders in the system. The impact of the decoding
order is captured in the interfering sets such as Isnp . These sets

are partitioned into a common interfering set Csnpn and user-
specific interfering sets Un and Up which are disjoint. Then,
we have Isnp = Csnpn ∪ Up, Isnn = Csnpn ∪ Un. Condition (5) is
rearranged in the appendix to lead to:

hn,1hp,1Pn,1[∑
i∈Un

Pi,1 −
∑
i∈Up

Pi,1
]
+ hp,2hn,1

[
Pn,2

∑
i∈Un

Pi,1 − Pn,1
∑
i∈Up

Pi,2
]

+hn,2hp,2Pn,2
[∑
i∈Un

Pi,2 −
∑
i∈Up

Pi,2
]

+hp,1hn,2
[
Pn,1

∑
i∈Un

Pi,2 − Pn,2
∑
i∈Up

Pi,1
]

+(hp,1hn,2 − hp,2hn,1)
[
Pn,1

∑
i∈Csnpn

Pi,2 − Pn,2
∑
i∈Csnpn

Pi,1
]
> 0

(7)

For a particular decoding order u, six similar rate constraints
(two at the level of each user) must be verified to enable
TMSIC, hence the corresponding set of SIC constraints
SIC(u) accounting for the decoding order u. However, recall
from (4) that hk,2 depends on the LoS/NLoS realization of
the A2G channel of user k . Thus, even for the same decod-
ing order u, the SIC constraints change according to the
LoS/NLoS A2G state of the three users in the cluster. These
eight possible LoS/NLoS configurations among the users,
coupled with the eight potential decoding orders, lead to a
total of 64 possible combinations of decoding orders/random
channel realizations. The SIC constraints are then denoted by
SIC(i, u) for the ith LoS/NLoS combination and uth decoding
order.

The PMCs on the other hand stipulate that if a signal sp
is to be decoded prior to other signals sn, sm at the level
of a given user (users m or n), the power level of sp must
be greater than the power level of the combined signals sn
and sm. This guarantees SIC stability, since every signal is
ensured to be the dominant signal during its decoding [28],
[29]. Since in TMSIC every user decodes the signal of the two
other ones before retrieving its signal, six PMC constraints
must be verified (for any LoS/NLoS combination i and any
decoding order u), constituting a set denoted by PMC(i, u).
For example, if in the selected decoding order p decodes n
than m, the two corresponding PMCs are given by:

Pn,1hp,1+Pn,2hp,2 > (Pm,1 + Pp,1)hp,1 + (Pm,2+Pp,2)hp,2
Pm,1hp,1 + Pm,2hp,2 > Pp,1hp,1 + Pp,2hp,2. (8)

For more details, the reader is referred to [22]. The achieved
rate by each user k , when JT-CoMP is used to apply TMSIC
between the user triplet, is given by:

Rk = B log2

(
1+

∑2
i=1 Pk,ihk,i
N0B

)
, (9)

A final set of constraints is to account for the transmit power
limits of a1 and a2 referred to as PL1 and PL2 :

P1,1 + P2,1 + P3,1 ≤ PL1 ,
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P1,2 + P2,2 + P3,2 ≤ PL2 . (10)

The first inequality accounts for the sum of the users powers
over the antenna a1, and the second one accounts for the sum
power over antenna a2. The problem then resides in finding
the positions of the UAV such that: 1) the PMCs, 2) themutual
SIC constraints, and 3) the total transmit power constraints
are satisfied.

C. TMSIC SOLUTION SPACE
When TMSIC feasibility is targeted, the problem at hand
can be seen as one that admits several constraints with no
objective function, and is therefore a constraint satisfaction
problem (CSP). In other words, one would seek the set of
UAV positions where TMSIC is feasible while respecting the
constraints. We denote by ri,n the region of space in which the
UAV can be placed such that TMSIC is possible, for the nth

decoding order, and the ith LoS/NLoS configuration. If we let
D be the allowed space region for UAV positioning, then the
CSP for a combination (i, n) can be cast as:

CSP i,n : ri,n = {pos ∈ D/PMC(i, n),SIC(i, n), (10)}

with pos the UAV position. Note that the search is explicitly
over theUAVposition, but also implicitly over the power vari-
ables which are included inPMC(i, n),SIC(i, n). In order to
determine the entire region in which TMSIC is guaranteed,
one has to:
• Solve the CSP for all 64 combinations. Let ri be the
solution space corresponding to the ith LoS/NLoS con-
figuration, obtained by ri =

⋃8
n=1 ri,n.

• The space in which a TMSIC is guaranteed to occur
is a region where TMSIC is possible for any channel
realization of LoS/NLoS combinations. Therefore, the
solution of the CSP shall be obtained by S =

⋂8
i=1 ri =⋂8

i=1

(⋃8
n=1 ri,n

)
.

Although these resolution steps provide meaningful insights
to the spatial representation of TMSIC-enabled regions,
it should be noted that solving these CSPs is done by Set
Inversion Via Interval Analysis (SIVIA) [30]. The latter oper-
ates on set intervals using the branch-and-prune method,
leading to an exponential complexity on the search space
dimensions (nine in our case: three UAV position variables
and six power variables) and the required resolution error.
For our system parameters, the CSP resolution is practically
inapplicable. Most importantly, the existence of a TMSIC-
guaranteed space region is not guaranteed due to the ri inter-
sections which may yield an empty space S. In fact, not only
TMSIC may not be guaranteed (S = ∅), but the regions ri,n
themselves might be empty. If ∀n, ri,n = ∅, then TMSIC
cannot be achieved when the ith LoS/NLoS combination
occurs. If this is the case for all LoS/NLoS combinations,
then TMSIC application is impossible for the considered user
triplet and antenna power limits.

While the CSP complexity can be worked around by
turning the CSP into an optimization problem, the prob-
lem of TMSIC feasibility has to be addressed. Between the

extreme cases of impossible TMSIC application and TMSIC-
guaranteed application, there is a middle ground in which
it is best to assess the TMSIC application in probabilistic
terms. To that end, in the next sections the UAV placement
problem is first remodeled into an optimization problem, then
the probabilistic TMSIC framework is developed.

D. UAV PLACEMENT PROBLEM FORMULATION
It is well known that optimization problems are at the
core CSPs associated to an objective function. A family
of optimization problems having different objective func-
tions but with the same constraints (the core CSP) leads to
different solutions from one another, but within the same
solution space of the aforementioned CSP. For the case at
hand, setting the optimization problem with the constraints
PMC(i, n),SIC(i, n) and (10) automatically leads to a solu-
tion within the desired region ri,n without requiring the
knowledge of the whole region. Let f be the optimization
function to be carefully selected by the system administra-
tor, the generic formulation of the UAV placement problem
becomes:

OP1
i,n : {pos

∗
i,n} = argmax

pos,Pk,r
f (pos,Pk,r ),

s.t : PMC(i, n),SIC(i, n) and
(10) are verified. (11)

Then, the best UAV position is retained:

{i∗, n∗} = argmax
(i,n)∈J1..8K×J1..8K

f (pos∗i,n),

POS = pos∗i∗,n∗ . (12)

While this approach does not deliver the entire ri,n, it guar-
antees that pos∗i,n is inside ri,n. However, if a solution does
not exist, then it can be affirmed that ri,n is empty, i.e.
TMSIC is impossible to achieve for the combination (i, n).
This is true independently of f since the optimization function
does not affect the feasibility of the problem that is set by
its constraints. Therefore, performing UAV positioning by
trying to solve OP1

i,n for all the combinations is by itself
a TMSIC feasibility check. The associated complexity for
the resolution of problems of the likes of OP1

i,n relying on
the interior-point method is in O(l2.5) [31] where l is the
number of variables which is fixed in our case and equal to
nine. Therefore, the resolution cost of a single optimization
problem will be used hereafter as the reference complexity
unit for the complexity comparison of the UAV positioning
algorithms.

It is worth mentioning that the knowledge of the ri,n and
ri regions is not assumed, but their use in the discourse is for
modeling convenience and for a better understanding of the
problem characteristics through a spatial representation of the
discussed properties.

In the next section, the probabilistic framework is dis-
cussed in order to provide meaningful insights for the selec-
tion of the optimization function by the system administrator.
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III. PROBABILISTIC FRAMEWORK FOR TMSIC-BASED
UAV POSITIONING
To determine the TMSIC probability associated to a UAV
position, let l = 1 be the value assigned to the state of a
LoS link and l = 0 to that of a NLoS state. Given the three-
bit binary vector (l1, l2, l3) representing the state of the A2G
links of users 1, 2, and 3 respectively, we denote by ci the
ith combination that corresponds to its three-bit binary vector
in base two plus one, i = (l1, l2, l3)2 + 1. For instance, the
all LoS state is represented by c8, and the all NLoS state
is represented by c1. The space region ri corresponds then
to combination ci. To define and evaluate the probability of
TMSIC for a UAV position, let us consider the probability of
achieving TMSIC through ci:

Pr(TMSIC ∩ ci/pos) = Pr(ci/pos)× Pr(TMSIC/ci, pos)

(13)

Analyzing these terms, we state that knowing ci and pos, the
probability of having TMSIC is given by:

pi(pos) , Pr(TMSIC/ci, pos)=
{
1, if pos ∈ ri (14)

0, else. (15)

In other words, for a fixed ci and a known UAV position,
TMSIC is deterministic and not random, it is either feasible
or not according to the belonging of pos to ri. On the con-
trary, for a fixed UAV position and fixed user positions, ci is
random and any of the eight link states is possible; however,
some LoS/NLoS configurations are more likely to occur than
others. Since user positions are mutually independent, the
probability of having ci knowing pos is the product of the
probabilities of having the channel state of each user match-
ing that of ci:

Pr(ci/pos) = Pr(l1/pos)× Pr(l2/pos)× Pr(l3/pos)

=

3∏
j=1

[
ljPLoS(θj)+ (1− lj)PNLoS(θj)

]
, (16)

where PNLoS(θj) = 1 − PLoS(θj). Then by applying the law
of total probability, the probability of having a TMSIC for a
given UAV position is:

Pr(TMSIC/pos) =
8∑
i=1

Pr(ci/pos)× pi(pos). (17)

This clearly shows that the probabilistic nature of TMSIC
is bound to the random A2G channel realization and not to
the TMSIC procedure itself. Indeed, if the UAV position is
fixed, and the LoS/NLoS realization cj is known, the TMSIC
procedure is either possible (for at least one decoding order)
or it is not (for any of the decoding orders). Therefore, the
UAV position directly affects the TMSIC probability through
Pr(ci/pos), provided that pi(pos) = 1, which is translated
into the satisfaction of the constraints of OP1

i,n.
We conclude that the TMSIC probability expression in

(17) shows that the UAV placement can be made to optimize
the TMSIC probability by incorporating this probability into

the optimization function f . Based on this fact, the UAV
positioning strategies are presented in the next section.

On another hand, once in position, the UAV can determine
the actual channel realization cj through channel estimation
by comparing the actual channel gains with the theoretical
one in (4). Furthermore, if the obtained cj is different from
the channel realization ci∗ that yields POS in (12), not much
can be said about the feasibility of TMSIC for cj. Indeed, the
only available information regarding the TMSIC applicability
in POS is that pi∗ (POS) = 1, but pj(POS) is not known. This
can only be determined once theUAVposition is fixed and the
optimization in (11) is rerun for all the decoding orders. This
justifies thereby the separation between the UAV placement
phase from the power allocation phase which is presented in
section V.

IV. PROPOSED UAV POSITIONNING TECHNIQUES BASED
ON TMSIC
We present in this section the different strategies that can be
used to position the UAV. The approaches that are derived
from the LoS/NLoS path loss model are presented first from
sections IV-A to IV-C. Alternatively, the approach based on
the mean path loss model is presented in section IV-D. In both
cases, TMSIC positioning is attempted, if TMSIC turns out
to be impossible, a common positioning technique is reverted
to in section IV-E.

A. MAXIMUM PROBABILITY POSITIONING (MPP)
In order to maximize the TMSIC probability, the objective
function should be set equal to (17). This being said, since
the ri regions cannot be known, then pi(pos) is not avail-
able for any UAV position pos. This causes a problem to
the TMSIC probability expression as we don’t know which
LoS/NLoS combinations to account for in (17). Nonetheless,
following the constraints of OP1

i,n, the only region the UAV
is guaranteed to be in after optimization is ri,n, thus f is
set to Pr(ci/pos) instead of the total TMSIC probability
Pr(TMSIC/pos). Therefore, the original optimization using
the objective function (17) is replaced by an optimization over
a lower bound to (17). The UAV placement problem is then
written as follows:

OP1,a
i,n : {OP1

i,n, f = Pr(ci/pos)}

s.t : PMC(i, n),SIC(i, n) and (10) are verified. (18)

The final UAV position is obtained from (12). Given that
the remaining combinations (ci 6= ci∗ ) are not taken into
account in Pr(TMSIC/POS), the computed TMSIC prob-
ability Pr(ci∗/POS) is only a lower bound to the actual
TMSIC probability Pr(TMSIC/POS). The obtained lower
bound achieves optimality when Pr(TMSIC/POS) equals to
Pr(ci∗/POS), in other words when POS ∈ ri∗ and POS /∈

∪
8
i=1,i6=i∗ri. However, since the combination ci∗ leading to

POS is not known in advance, the only situation where the
solution toOP1,a

i,n is guaranteed to achieve optimality is when
the ri regions are pairwise disjoint.
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B. MAXIMUM RATE POSITIONING (MRP)
When solving OP1,a

i,n , the obtained UAV position guarantees
the best TMSIC probability without taking into account the
resulting achievable throughput. Another approach to UAV
positioning is based on the maximum achievable throughput
via TMSIC. That way, if a UAV position enabling TMSIC
exists for the given user cluster, both MPP and MRP deliver
UAV positions enabling TMSIC, but with different values of
the associated throughput and the lower bound on TMSIC
probability. Let RTMSIC =

∑3
k=1 Rk be the total throughput

achieved when TMSIC is enabled. The MRP problem takes
the following form:

OP1,b
i,n : {OP1

i,n, f = RTMSIC }

s.t : PMC(n, i),SIC(n, i) and (10) are verified, (19)

and the final UAV position is obtained from (12).

C. MAXIMUM PROBABILITY AND RATE POSITIONING
(MPRP)
In section IV-A, the position obtained through MPP yields
the best TMSIC probability; however, it does not hold any
guarantee with regards to the achievable throughput. In con-
trast, when the system throughput is favored, the results may
give UAV positions with high throughput but poor TMSIC
probability. Therefore, instead of aiming at maximizing the
chances of TMSIC or the system throughput alone, the UAV
is positioned such that the product of the rate by the associated
probability is maximized:

OP1,c
i,n : {OP1

i,n, f = Pr(ci/pos)RTMSIC }

s.t : PMC(n, i),SIC(n, i) and (10) are verified. (20)

Compared to other UAV positioning techniques seeking
TMSIC, this approach has the advantage of accounting for
both the throughput associated to a combination ci, as well as
its probability of occurence. On the other hand, the obtained
position does not favor TMSIC as much as MPP solutions.
Another approach to position the drone relying on the mean
path loss instead of the LoS/NLoS combination is developed
next as an alternative to MPP, MRP and MPRP.

D. MEAN PATH LOSS POSITIONING (MPLP)
Most works on flying base stations [4], [23], [32] are based
on the mean path loss of A2G channels to perform scheduling
tasks. The mean path loss of A2G links is given by:

Lav = PLoSLLoS + PNLoSLNLoS. (21)

The A2G links in this case are no longer defined by the
three-bit vector (l1, l2, l3) of LoS/NLoS combinations. The
whole concept of LoS/NLoS combinations (ci) and regions
(ri) becomes irrelevant since a unique expression is available
for every user-UAV link. Therefore, the PMC and SIC condi-
tions depend only on the decoding order, hence the notations
SIC(n),PMC(n). Achieving TMSIC cannot be formulated
as a probability maximization problem that depends on the
different LoS/NLoS combinations: for the given user triplet,

either TMSIC is achieved or it is not. However, to avoid
running into another CSP, we consider the system through-
put objective function and search for the UAV position that
maximizes it as follows:

OP2
n : {pos

∗
n} = argmax

pos,Pk,r
(RTMSIC )

s.t : SIC(n),PMC(n), and(10) are verified. (22)

Even though the objective function does not compromise
the feasibility of the solution in any way (no additional
constraints are involved), it affects the position of the UAV
and therefore the performance of the obtained solution in
terms of achieved TMSIC probability and throughput. In fact,
this issue is not specific to rate maximization, i.e. any other
objective function would have been the subject of the same
inconvenience. The reason for that is the use of an average
channel model to obtain the UAV position. Having obtained
the drone position for every decoding order (when the system
admits a solution), the position yielding the maximum value
of the objective function is selected:

{n∗} = argmax
n∈J1..8K

(RTMSIC ),

POS = pos∗n∗ . (23)

When comparing the procedure for the POS assignment in
(23) to the procedure used for MPP, MRP and MPRP in
(12), an eight-fold complexity decrease is observed using
the mean path loss model in MPLP. The 64 combinations of
decoding orders and LoS realizations that required solving
turn into 8 combinations of the unique channel realization -
the mean path loss channel - with the decoding orders. This
differencewill be accounted for when discussing the selection
of the best UAV positioning technique in the performance
assessment (section VI).

E. PROBABILISTIC APPROACH BASED ON SUB-BAND
SPLITTING POSITIONING (SSP)
When TMSIC proves to be impossible (cf. section II-D) an
alternative UAV positioning technique can be used. Some
of its desirable properties are the guarantee of obtaining a
solution for any user positions and a reduced complexity com-
pared to TMSIC. In [22], [33], mutual (dual) SIC between
two users (DMSIC) on the same sub-band was shown to be
always possible when serving the users with two different
BSs. Therefore, in case of TMSIC impossibility, we propose
to divide the sub-band into two equal half sub-bands (sup-
posed to have equal channel gains), and then to pair the cell-
edge user (user 3 of Fig. 1) with one of the cell-center users
(user 1 or user 2 of Fig. 1) on each half sub-band. This leads
to two independent pairs of users applying DMSIC separately
on each sub-band. Their PMCs are:

PMCs for DMSIC between (U1,U3){
P3,1,1h1,1 + P3,2,1h1,2 > P1,1,1h1,1 + P1,2,1h1,2
P1,1,1h3,1 + P1,2,1h3,2 > P3,1,1h3,1 + P3,2,1h3,2

(24)
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PMCs for DMSIC between (U2,U3){
P3,1,2h2,1 + P3,2,2h2,2 > P2,1,2h2,1 + P2,2,2h2,2
P2,1,2h3,1 + P2,2,2h3,2 > P3,1,2h3,1 + P3,2,2h3,2

(25)

where the additional index d in the power terms Pk,r,d refers
to the used half sub-band. Users 1 and 3 are paired on the
first half sub-band (d = 1), and users 2 and 3 are paired
on the second half sub-band (d = 2). Note that DMSIC
constraints are met when the PMCs are satisfied, as it was
proven in [22]. Moreover, a single decoding order is possible
at the level of every user in the respective half sub-band, hence
the positioning problem needs to be solved only once for
every ci. Then, similarly to MPRP, the UAV placement aims
at maximizing the product of the DMSIC throughput by the
ci probability. The following problem is solved for the eight
ci channel realizations and then the resulting position of the
combination leading to the highest value is selected.

OP3
i : {pos}

∗

= argmax
pos,Pk,a,m

(
RDMSIC × Pr(ci/pos)

)
,

s.t : (24), (25)and{
P1,1,1 + P2,1,2 + P3,1,1 + P3,1,2 ≤ PL1
P1,2,1 + P2,2,2 + P3,2,1 + P3,2,2 ≤ PL2 ,

(26)

where the system throughput RDMSIC is given by:

RDMSIC =
∑

k∈{1,3}

B
2
log2

(
1+

∑2
r=1 Pk,r,1hk,r
N0B/2

)

+

∑
k∈{2,3}

B
2
log2

(
1+

∑2
r=1 Pk,r,2hk,r
N0B/2

)
(27)

This positioning technique is only used when the chosen
TMSIC positioning technique (MPP, MPRP, or MPLP) fails
to provide a solution.

V. POWER ALLOCATION STRATEGY
We present hereafter the global PA approach that is applied
at the level of the BS of cell 1 and instructed to the UAV
to maximize system throughput. The approach resides in
applying TMSIC when possible, otherwise alternative non-
TMSIC PAs are used. In the following, we detail how the
global PA approach is adapted according to the alternative
power allocation technique (APAT) and the UAV positioning
technique (UPT). The flow chart describing the complete
power allocation strategy is presented in Fig. 2.
It was discussed, in section II-D, that performing UAV

positioning by trying to solve the variants of OP1
i,n is a

TMSIC feasibility check. Through that check, empty ri,n
regions are determined. If all the regions are empty, i.e.
if no UAV position is obtained, the check fails and the non-
TMSIC PAs of section V-B are applied. If a UAV position is
obtained, then TMSIC PA might be feasible, thus TMSIC PA
is attempted.

FIGURE 2. Flow chart of the global strategy for the different UPT-APAT
pairs selected by the system administrator.

A. TMSIC PA AND TMSIC TESTING
If a UAV position is obtained, three cases are identified
according to three quantities:
• ci∗ , the channel realization which leads to POS,
• cj, the actual channel realization obtained after position-
ing the UAV,

• N , the set of decoding orders for which rj,n exists is non
empty.

The three cases are:
1) cj = ci∗ : TMSIC-PA is feasible, and the PA problem

OP4
j,n is solved for the decoding orders in N (which

cannot be empty).
2) cj 6= ci∗ ,N 6= ∅: TMSIC-PA might be feasible, and we

need to solve OP j,n for n ∈ N to check its feasibility.
3) cj 6= ci∗ ,N = ∅: TMSIC-PA is not feasible; in this case,

we must revert to non-TMSIC PAs (section V-B).
Note that, once the UAV is positioned, the PA does not affect
the TMSIC probability, and so the optimization function is the
same for MPP, MRP, MPRP and MPLP which is throughput
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maximization:

OP4
j,n : {P

∗
k,r } = argmax

Pk,r

(
RTMSIC

)
,

s.t : PMC(j, n),SIC(j, n) and (10) are verified. (28)

In the second case, achieving TMSIC is not guaranteed
because POS might be outside of the rj,n (n ∈ N ) regions.
That is why,OP4

j,n needs to be solved to determine if TMSIC
is feasible. For the case of MPLP, the existence of the
ri,n regions has not been tested during the UAV position-
ing phase (as for MPP, MRP and MPRP), hence OP4

j,n is
solved/checked for all the decoding orders. These differences
are pictured in Fig. 3.

FIGURE 3. Detailed flow chart of the testing and the TMSIC-PA blocks of
Fig. 2.

B. ALTERNATIVE POWER ALLOCATION TECHNIQUES
In the case where TMSIC is not feasible, several PA alterna-
tives for system throughput maximization are possible. Based
on the principle that the achieved rate increases when inter-
ference cancellation is successfully conducted, it is natural
to seek the highest number of SIC procedures between the
three users. Since TMSIC corresponds to 6 SICs, two at the
level of each user, when one SIC fails, we can apply a 5-SIC
procedure. Following this pattern, 5 SICs, than 4, 3, 2 and
a single SIC must be all tried in that order until the first
setup that leads to a valid PA solution. This ideal strategy
counts 112 potential problems to be solved when taking into
account all possible decoding orders for every case. Due to
the number and complexity of these problems, this strategy
is disregarded. Besides, the success of this strategy is not
guaranteed, just like it was not the case for TMSIC. Three
alternative non-TMSIC PAs are proposed. When a TMSIC
procedure is declared infeasible after undergoing the tests in
section V-A, the BS of cell 1 executes one of the following
PA schemes:

1) DMSIC
Following the reasoning of section IV-E, we resort to sub-
band division followed by DMSIC, with the difference that

DMSIC is now used for PA and not for UAV positioning. The
DMSIC-PA problem takes the following form:

OP5,a
: {Pk,r,d }∗ = argmax

Pk,r,d

(
RDMSIC

)
, (29)

such that the constraints of OP3
i are verified. Since the UAV

position has been fixed previously,OP5,a is solved only once
for the obtained configuration cj (unlike OP3

i that is solved
for all combinations in section IV-E) and the resulting power
allocation is instructed to the UAV by the BS.

2) NoSIC
Without dividing the sub-band, a simpler alternative to
TMSIC resides in abandoning all SIC procedures and opti-
mizing the new rate maximization problem without any other
system constraints than the total transmit power of BSs. Users
signals interfere on one another and the problem formulation
is given by:

OP5,b
: {Pk,r }∗

= argmax
Pk,r

( 3∑
k=1

B log2(1+

∑2
r=1 Pk,rhk,r

3∑
k ′=1,k ′ 6=k

Pk ′,rhk ′,r + N0B

)
)

s.t.(10) is satisfied. (30)

3) SINGLE SIC (SSIC-PA)
Standard NOMA SIC procedures may also be used when
TMSIC is impossible. In this case, the strong users in the
two cells, i.e. U1 and U2, successfully decode the signal of
the weak user U3 that cannot perform SIC. This interference
cancellation scheme is similar to the NOMA-CoMP system
adopted in [34], with the difference that in our system all
users are served through JT-CoMP (and not only the cell-edge
user). The corresponding optimization problem is:

OP5,c
: {Pk,r }∗

= argmax
Pk,r

[
B log2(1+

P1,1h1,1 + P1,2h1,2
P2,1h1,1 + P2,2h1,2 + N0B

)

+B log2(1+
P3,1h3,1+P3,2h3,2

(P1,1 + P2,1)h3,1+(P1,2 + P2,2)h3,2+N0B
)

+B log2(1+
P2,1h2,1 + P2,2h2,2

P1,1h2,1 + P1,2h2,2 + N0B
)
]

(31)

such that:
- SIC of the signal of U3 is guaranteed at the level of U1
and U2 respectively:
(h1,1h3,2 − h1,2h3,1)[P3,1(P2,2 + P1,2) − P3,2(P1,1 +
P2,1)] > 0
(h2,1h3,2 − h2,2h3,1)[P3,1(P2,2 + P1,2) − P3,2(P1,1 +
P2,1)] > 0

- PMC constraints are verified at the level of U1 and U2
respectively:
P3,1h1,1+P3,2h1,2 > (P1,1+P2,1)h1,1+(P2,2+P1,2)h1,2
P3,1h2,1+P3,2h2,2 > (P2,2+P1,2)h2,2+(P1,1+P2,1)h2,1

- Power limit constraints are satisfied as in (10).
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Note that the SIC and PMC derivations for this case are
directly deduced from [22] (section V-A), where they were
developed for the case of JT at UE3. It was noted there that
the common power factor in the SIC conditions implies an
identical sign of the channel terms: sign(h1,1h3,2−h1,2h3,1) =
sign(h2,1h3,2 − h2,2h3,1). If the users channel gains do not
comply with this condition, the single SIC procedure cannot
work, and the PA scheme reverts to NoSIC-PA.

As stated in the beginning of this section, the first aim of
the presented PA procedures is the accomplishment of a suc-
cessful TMSIC. In other words, APAT is applied as a backup
solution just like SSP was for MPP, MRP, MPRP and MPLP.
In the performance assessment section, the nomenclature of
the resource allocation techniques is done according to the
selected TMSIC-based positioning, and to the selected APAT.

VI. PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT PROCEDURE AND
SIMULATION RESULTS
A. PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT
In the previous section, the global PA strategy was detailed to
determine the throughput associated to a given user combi-
nation. As already explained, even when the users positions
are fixed and the UAV position has been found, cj cannot
be determined in advance before placing the UAV and mea-
suring the obtained A2G links. Due to the random nature
of LoS/NLoS links, any combination can occur and a fair
comparison in the simulation results can only be made when
the throughput associated to the UAV position is averaged
over all possible combinations. Section V presented the PA
steps followed at the level of the BS a1 in real time, whereas
this section presents the followed procedure to simulate and
assess the performance of each UPT-APAT couple. Let R
be the rate vector associated to every combination ci; the
expected achieved rate for the determined UAV position is
given by:

R =
8∑
i=1

R(i)Pr(ci/POS) (32)

To estimate R, the procedure followed in section V (sec-
tions V-A and V-B successively) is iterated for every channel
combination. By doing so, the TMSIC testing procedure
(Fig. 3) is undergone for every ci, and the probability pi(POS)
of having TMSIC (or not) knowing ci and POS is determined.
Thus, the exact TMSIC probability is retrieved from (17).

B. SIMULATION RESULTS
To evaluate the performance of the presented UPTs and
APATs, 1000 simulations are conducted with different posi-
tioning of the users according to Fig. 1. The outer cell radius
of each hexagonal cell is Rd = 500 m. The user 3 region has a
maximum width of 60 m along the x axis. Users are assumed
to have low mobility, they are independently positioned, their
positions being randomly generated with a uniform probabil-
ity distribution over their respective regions. The transmission
channel model between the fixed BS and the users includes

a distance-dependent path loss of decay factor 3.76, and
a zero-mean lognormal shadowing with an 8 dB variance.
The working frequency is 2 GHz, and the parameters of the
A2G model are α = 9.61, β = 0.16, ηLoS = 1 dB and
ηNLoS = 19 dB, corresponding to an urban environment [25].
The search region for UAV positioning is a rectangular box
delimited along the x axis by the cell diameters at the edges
of regions 1 and 2 respectively, with the UAV height varying
between 50 m and 100 m above the ground. The considered
sub-band bandwidth is B = 156.25 kHz (equivalent to a total
bandwidth of 10 MHz subdivided into 64 sub-bands). The
power spectral density of the additive backgroundwhite noise
is N0 = −174 dBm/Hz, and the noise power in a sub-band
is σ 2

= N0B. The power limit constraint over the fixed BS
(a1) is varied between 0.5 W and 5 W, and the MBS power
limit assigned to the user cluster is 0.5W.MATLAB software
is used to generate the numerical results and fmincon from
the optimization toolbox is used to solve the optimization
problems in each proposed technique.

FIGURE 4. TMSIC probability of the UAV positioning techniques as a
function of the fixed antenna power PL1

.

The TMSIC probability of the UAV positioning tech-
niques is independent of the used APATs, hence the methods
presented in Fig. 4 are named after the UPT. The Lower
Bound (LB) curves of MPP, MRP and MPRP represent the
probability of achieving TMSIC through ci∗ , Pr(ci∗/POS).
The exact probability curves add to the LBs the probability
of other combinations that enable TMSIC when the UAV
is in POS. As expected, MPP-LB delivers the best TMSIC
probability between the three methods with 89.9% TMSIC
success rate, with MPRP coming second with 88%, andMRP
is last with 6.9% for PL1 = 5 W. This important deficit
in probability of MRP compared to the two other methods
is explained by the absence of the probability term in its
objective function: the UAV position is selected according to
the throughput it could provide irrespective of the associated
probability. This being said, the probability that truly mat-
ters is the exact probability, since it reflects the experienced
TMSIC probability. We first point out the remarkable close-
ness between MPP, MRP and MPRP-exact despite the rel-
atively important differences in the lower bounds. While a
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10% increase in the TMSIC success rate of MPP and MPRP
due to the contribution of the remaining configurations is an
intuitive result, it is less evident to explain the substantial
increase in probability observed for MRP (from 6.9% to
98%). In fact, the small lower bound probability for MRP
translates into a low probability of occurrence of ci∗ , then
other configurations have higher probabilities of occurrence.
If these lead to a TMSIC, their contribution to the total
probability will be dominant with respect to ci∗ . This was
confirmed by a statistical analysis of the number of config-
urations leading to TMSIC per simulation, which showed
that, on average, 7.68 configurations out of the eight yield
a TMSIC for MRP. The same analysis can be transposed to
MPLP, since it does not account for the TMSIC probability
when positioning theMBS (the technique is transparent to the
LoS/NLoS combination paradigm). Nevertheless, an average
of seven combinations out of the eight enable TMSIC, which
explains the relatively high TMSIC probability 89.1%. How-
ever, this probability is the lowest among that of all UPTs.

FIGURE 5. Spectral efficiency of the different UAV positioning techniques
and PA strategies.

Fig. 5 shows a comparison of the system performance in
terms of the average SE for all PA and positioning techniques.
The achieved SE when the two fixed BSs are available to
serve users is added for comparison; DMSIC is used as
PA in this case. The performance improvement due to the
UAV mobility, compared to fixed BSs, is clearly observed
for all the positioning techniques. Also, the consideration of
LoS/NLoS combinations efficiently improves the SE by 3 to
5 bps/Hz for MRP and MPRP compared to MPLP. However,
the average MPP performance is lacking behind, as it only
surpasses MPLP for small PL1 values before switching orders
for power limit values above 1.5 W. This suggests that the
evolution of the UAV position with the growing value of
PL1 affects the A2G links in a way that the increase rate
of the MPP throughput is lower than that of MPLP. Indeed,
an analysis of the UAV positioning in MPP and its evolution
with the power limit show that high PL1 values tend to place
the UAV at the edges of the search region, resulting in poor
channel gains, which explains the lower throughput compared
to MPLP at PL1 = 5 W. More details on the reasons behind

FIGURE 6. Fairness comparison of the positioning techniques as a
function of the fixed antenna power.

this placement, its interaction with the user positioning and
the effect it has on the user throughput are given later for all
the positioning techniques in the analysis of the individual
user rates shown in Fig. 7.
Nonetheless, we can sum up the results of Fig. 5 by stating

that focusing exclusively on the TMSIC probability can mis-
lead the UAV placement into areas with poor A2G links and
poor achievable throughput. The introduction of the through-
put in the objective function provides the qualitative edge
for MRP over MPP, since throughput is accounted for during
positioning, while the TMSIC probability difference between
the two is negligible (cf. Fig. 4). This being said, combining
the throughput and the probability in MPRP provides even
better results since both objectives are accounted for from the
start of the positioning process. However, this performance
gain of MPRP and MRP comes at the cost of an additional
complexity compared to MPLP, since 64 combinations need
to be checked for MRP and MPP compared to the eight
decoding orders assessed by MPLP.

Regarding the NoSIC, SSIC, and DMSIC APAT variants
for every UPT, small performance differences are observed
for all techniques. This is due to the fact that, most of the
time, TMSIC is successfully applied and non-TMSIC PAs
are summoned for only a small proportion of LoS/NLoS
combinations not leading to a TMSIC (around 0.3/8 or less
for all UPTs when PL1 = 0.5 W). Nonetheless, DMSIC is
the best APAT in terms of throughput and is therefore used
by default from hereinafter. The methods names are selected
according the selected UPT in the following results.

In Fig. 6, the Jain fairness index [35] is used to assess
the fairness of the contribution of each user to the total
throughput. The index is upper bounded by 1 for absolute
fairness and lower bounded by 1/3 for the worst case sce-
nario. It is first observed that MPLP presents the lowest
fairness index with a maximum of 0.84 for PL1 = 5 W.
The other techniques present much higher fairness indices.
This is due to the significantly higher probability of achieving
TMSIC which is known to provide better throughput through
better fairness [22], by ensuring that all users remove their
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FIGURE 7. Throughput distribution over the three-user NOMA cluster.

respective interference. The remaining UPTs have a quite
similar fairness, with the MPP presenting an overall better
fairness, especially for high PL1 values. The fixed BSs sce-
nario presents a slightly better fairness compared to MPP,
MRP andMPRP. In fact, as inMPPwhere theUAVplacement
is pushed back towards the limit of the search region for
high power limits, the fixed BSs correspond to a2 being
further away from the user cluster, compared to other UPTs.
This translates into a smaller achieved throughput, as shown
in Fig. 5, but it also leads to a greater fairness due to the
symmetry of the user cluster with respect to a1 and old a2.
So far MPP has been shown to provide the best TMSIC

probability and fairness from Figs. 4 and 6, whereas MPRP
was shown to yield the highest sum-throughput in Fig. 5.
Although a trade-off does exist between throughput and fair-
ness, the closeness of the fairness measures and TMSIC
probability betweenMPRP andMPP (0.03 units of difference
in the fairness index, and one percentage point difference in
probability), compared to the large gap in throughput (around
4.5 bps/Hz, i.e. a 10%difference) does tend to promoteMPRP
as the best trade-off. However, when having a closer look at
the individual user rates for every UPT, other factors come
into play which affect the choice of the positioning technique
as seen from the results of Fig. 7.

In Fig. 7, we present the individual throughput of every
user category, for all positioning techniques. The separate
contribution of each user in the cluster throughput is analyzed
for eachUPT. Starting with the two fixed BSs, we can observe
that the influence on throughput of the growing power limit
is more pronounced for user 1 than for user 3, and for
user 3 more than for user 2. The closer the user is to a1 on
average, the more it benefits from the additional power of a1.
However, user 3 globally presents the lowest user throughput
in the cluster, because of its geographical position on the cells
edges.

To analyze the performance of positioning techniques,
we must first discuss the effect of the UAV position on the

channel gains as well as how the objective functions affect
this position. We start by focusing on the TMSIC probability
as objective function. According to (3), the LoS link with user
k has its chances maximized when θk tends to 90◦ (the UAV
is on top of k), and the NLoS link is favored when θk tends to
0◦ (the UAV and k are far apart on the xy plane). If the users
are (very) close to one another, then placing the UAV on top
of the three of them leads to the largest c8 probability (the
all-LoS case). If not, the cis achieving the best probability
are when the UAV is placed almost at the top of one user,
establishing a LoS link with that user and favoring NLoS
links with the other two. In that scenario, user 3 is the least
likely to have the UAV on top of it: being a cell-edge user,
the distance separating it from the other two users (which
would be the distance separating them from the UAV in the xy
plane) is rather small compared to the distance that separates
user 1 from user 2 if theUAVwas placed on top of one of these
two. This smaller distance reduces the chances of NLoS with
users 1 and 2 when the UAV is on top of user 3, that is why c5
and c3 are favored (i.e. either user 1 or user 2 being in LoS).
This explains why the rate of user 3 in MPP is below those
of user 1 and 2, with an average rate difference of 4 bps/Hz.
Also, if the users are far enough from one of the corners of
the search region, the all-NLoS combination (c1) becomes the
most probable combination, under the condition of a possible
TMSIC for the UAV position at this corner. This is aided
by the growing power limit which enables more locations to
achieve TMSIC. However, placing the UAV at the corners of
the search region with higher powers induces poorer channel
gains due to the free space path loss and to the high NLoS
probability, which explains the behavior of MPP in Fig. 5.
When the throughput is considered in the objective func-

tion, a significant advantage is given for user 3 over
users 1 and 2 because of its location in between the two cell-
center users. When only the throughput is considered (as in
MRP and MPLP), LoS dominant combinations are favored
due to their better channel gains yielding a better throughput.
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FIGURE 8. User power allocation according to the selected UPT.

However, for the resulting position, the combination which
yielded the UAV position is rarely the most favorable one
(as discussed previously for Fig. 4) and the actual combi-
nation contributing the most to the TMSIC probability is c2.
In other terms, the UAV ends up in between the three users,
favoring thereby a LoS link only with user 3, enhancing its
rate as shown in Fig. 7 for both MPLP and MRP. Regarding
MPRP, the fact that it takes into account both throughput and
probability enabled it to deliver the best solutions from the
average throughput perspective. Such solutions usually reside
in placing the UAV relatively close to user 2 (by favoring c3)
so that the system throughput is maximized. Obviously, doing
so profits most to user 2: its average rate is around 19 bps/Hz
when user 1 and user 3 rates vary between 14 and 16 bps/Hz.

The presented results from Fig. 7 can also be looked at
from the perspective of the average power allocated to each
user for every UPT. It can be seen from Figs. 8b and 8d
that rate-focused techniques like MRP and MPLP, which
tend to place the UAV over user 3 (favoring c2), end up
loading user 3 with the highest power level, translating into
a higher throughput of user 3 compared to users 1 and 2.
On the other hand, it is also clear from Figs. 8a and 8c for
MPP and MPRP that the power allocated to users 1 and 2
is more important than for user 3. As mentioned previously
for Fig 7 regarding these methods, the UAV placement favors
UAV locations over user 1 (c5) and user 2 (c3), leading to a
higher achieved throughput for users 1 and 2 compared to
user 3. More so, since MPRP favors c3 exclusively, a greater
gap is observed between the powers of user 1 and user 2 in
MPRP compared to MPP. In fact, combining the analyses of
Figs. 7, 8a and 8c, we can say that MPP delivers similar rate
and power allocations to users 1 and 2 with user 3 lacking
behind, whereas MPRP delivers similar rate and power allo-
cations to users 1 and 3 with user 2 ahead of both users.

This great diversity in the performance results at the level
of every different user provides a broad selection choice
depending on system priorities. If cell-edge user’s perfor-
mance is prioritized (and thereby cell-edge user groups) over
the total system throughput, going with MRP is the most
suitable choice. On the other hand, if cell-center user’s perfor-
mance is the priority, then MPRP and MPP can be employed

in such cases, while keeping in mind that MPRP delivers the
best overall throughput performance. Finally, MPLP can be
also used to favor the cell-edge user, while maintaining a
good global throughput and also reducing the optimization
complexity compared to MRP due to the simpler mean path
loss model. This wide panel of selection also provides the
network planner with a multitude of answers to face the
variations in time of the users traffic requirements, where
the user priorities could change and therefore the UPT strat-
egy can change accordingly.

VII. CONCLUSION
In this work, we addressed the problem of UAV placement
for supporting an overloaded BS in a two-cell NOMA CoMP
system. TheUAVpositioning seeks the application of TMSIC
which provides great fairness and throughput performance.
The proposed approach considers the LoS/NLoS channel
combinations of users, instead of using the mean path loss,
which proved its efficiency in both TMSIC probability and
system throughput. Exclusive attention to TMSIC probability
over system throughput showed its shortcomings regarding
high power limit values, whereas the combination of proba-
bility and throughput information best captures the features
of the problem and delivers the best performance results.
The presented techniques have a great diversity and can be
selected at will according to which group of users is priori-
tized (cell-edge vs. cell-center) with negligible compromise
on system performance.

APPENDIX A
DERIVATION OF THE MUTUAL SIC CONDITIONS
The SINR condition for the decoding of sn at the level of p
is: SINRsnp > SINRsnn . By subtracting SINR

sn
n from SINRsnp we

get:
SINRsnp − SINR

sn
n

=
Pn,1hp,1 + Pn,2hp,2∑

i∈Isnpn
(Pi,1hp,1 + Pi,2hp,2)+ σ 2

−
Pn,1hn,1 + Pn,2hn,2∑

i∈Isnpn
(Pi,1hn,1 + Pi,2hn,2)+ σ 2 > 0
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which leads to

A = (Pn,1hp,1 + Pn,2hp,2)
[ ∑
i∈Isnn

(Pi,1hn,1 + Pi,2hn,2)+ σ 2]
−(Pn,1hn,1+Pn,2hn,2)

[∑
i∈Isnp

(Pi,1hp,1+Pi,2hp,2)+σ 2]>0,

where A is the numerator of SINRsnp − SINR
sn
n , its expression

can be further rearranged as:

A = hn,1hp,1Pn,1
[ ∑
i∈Isnn

Pi,1 −
∑
i∈Isnp

Pi,1
]

+hn,2hp,2Pn,2
[ ∑
i∈Isnn

Pi,2 −
∑
i∈Isnp

Pi,2
]

+σ 2[Pn,1(hp,1 − hn,1)+ Pn,2(hp,2 − hn,2)]
+hp,1hn,2

[
Pn,1

∑
i∈Isnn

Pi,2 − Pn,2
∑
i∈Isnp

Pi,1
]

+hp,2hn,1
[
Pn,2

∑
i∈Isnn

Pi,1 − Pn,1
∑
i∈Isnp

Pi,2
]
.

B

By detailing B, we get:

B = hp,1hn,2
[
Pn,1

( ∑
i∈Csnpn

Pi,2 +
∑
i∈Un

Pi,2
)

−Pn,2
( ∑
i∈Csnpn

Pi,1 +
∑
i∈Up

Pi,1
)]

+hp,2hn,1
[
Pn,2

( ∑
i∈Csnpn

Pi,1 +
∑
i∈Un

Pi,1
)

−Pn,1
( ∑
i∈Csnpn

Pi,2 +
∑
i∈Un

Pi,2
)]
,

B = (hp,1hn,2 − hp,2hn,1)
[
Pn,1

∑
i∈Csnpn

Pi,2 − Pn,2
∑
i∈Csnpn

Pi,1
]

+hp,1hn,2
[
Pn,1

∑
i∈Un

Pi,2 − Pn,2
∑
i∈Up

Pi,1
]

+hp,2hn,1
[
Pn,2

∑
i∈Un

Pi,1 − Pn,1
∑
i∈Up

Pi,2
]
.

In practical interference-limited systems, the background
noise is negligible compared to the interfering signals
[36], [37], i.e. σ 2

� Pk ′,rhk,r ,∀(k, k ′) ∈ K2,∀r ∈ {1, 2}.
ReplacingB by its expression inA, we get the final expression
of the SIC condition for the decoding of sn at the level of user
p:

A = (hp,1hn,2 − hp,2hn,1)
[
Pn,1

∑
i∈Csnpn

Pi,2 − Pn,2
∑
i∈Csnpn

Pi,1
]

+hn,2hp,2Pn,2
[∑
i∈Un

Pi,2 −
∑
i∈Up

Pi,2
]

+hp,1hn,2
[
Pn,1

∑
i∈Un

Pi,2 − Pn,2
∑
i∈Up

Pi,1
]

+hp,2hn,1
[
Pn,2

∑
i∈Un

Pi,1 − Pn,1
∑
i∈Up

Pi,2
]

+hn,1hp,1Pn,1
[∑
i∈Un

Pi,1 −
∑
i∈Up

Pi,1
]
> 0.
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